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BlackHeart Knives Introduces New Gunner 

Models To Its Line Of Custom Blades 
 

MOORPARK CA, BlackHeart Knife & Tool’s new Gunner models are are combat survival 

knives suited for everything from bushcraft to military and law enforcement applications. The 

blade is designed to be an extension of the hand so that it cuts well in any position. The distal 

taper makes the tip incredibly strong and the hand ground, full height Honzukuri Convex grind 

glides smoothly through whatever it is cutting without any snags. The finger choils are deep 

and shaped to prevent unwanted movement in every direction − essentially locking the knife 

into your hand. BlackHeart’s signature 3D CNC machined, non-slip diamond pattern grip is 

designed to be comfortable in any position: Hammer, Saber, Modified Saber, Filipino, 

Reverse and Ice Pick grip − the possibilities are endless.  Hand-filed jimping on the top of the 

blade provides even more grip, while not being too aggressive when using the knife for long 

periods of time. 

       All BlackHeart knives are made out of the finest American-made steel available such as 

Carpenter CTS-PD1, CPM3V, and A2 tool steel. The blades are freehand ground Honzukuri 

style by Rich Robinson with a true zero degree convex edge. Next they receive BlackHeart’s 

extensive 30-plus hour, advanced heat treat, Cryogenic Quench and triple tempering process 

to ensure maximum strength and edge holding ability. BlackHeart knives are then coated with 

Cerakote™, a finish that is 10-times more durable and corrosion-resistant than its nearest 

competitor. Several Cerakote™ colors are available, and when combined with an array of 

colored grip liners, the customer can achieve the custom look they desire. The Gunner 10 

and 12 come with a custom Kydex sheath with Tek-Lok included. Suggested retail price is 

$425 for the Gunner 10 and $585 for the Gunner 12. 

 For more information, please contact BlackHeartKnives.com, or email 

info@BlackHeartKnives.com.  Dealer inquiries invited. 
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